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DECOMPOSABILITY OF RADON MEASURES

BY

R. J. GARDNER AND W. F. PFEFFER

Abstract. A topological space is called metacompact or metalindeldf if each open

cover has a point-finite or point-countable refinement, respectively. It is well known

that each Radon measure is expressible as a sum of Radon measures supported on a

disjoint family of compact sets, called a concassage. If the unions of measurable

subsets of the members of a concassage are also measurable, the Radon measure is

called decomposable. We show that Radon measures in a metacompact space are

always saturated, and therefore decomposable whenever they are complete. The

previous statement is undecidable in ZFC if " metacompact" is replaced by " meta-

lindeldf'. The proofs are based on structure theorems for a concassage of a Radon

measure. These theorems also show that the union of a concassage of a Radon

measure in a metacompact space is a Borel set, which is paracompact in the

subspace topology whenever the main space is regular.

1. Introduction. Two classes of measures have particular importance in measure

theory: Maharam or "localizable" measures (in connection with the duality between

7" and 700—see [F,, 53B]), and decomposable or "strictly localizable" measures (in

connection with hftings for 700—see [II, Chapter IV, §3]). Consequently, they have

been extensively studied in both abstract and topological settings.

A decomposable measure is always Maharam, but the converse is false in general

(see [F3, 5]). Complete and saturated Radon measures are decomposable, but if

either completeness or saturatedness is missing, Radon measures need not be

Maharam. The two examples which show this are due to D. H. Fremhn (see [F2]); in

essence, they are obtained by ingenious modifications of the product topology in

<«>i X [0, lp.

Work during the last two decades in topological measure theory has shown that

measures in a space which is paracompact or has some weaker covering property

(such as metacompactness or weak 0-refinability) are substantially better behaved

than those in general spaces; see [GP3] for a self-contained exposition. In this paper,

we apply these techniques to the problem of when a Radon measure is decomposa-

ble.

By obtaining structure theorems for the concassage of a Radon measure in spaces

with certain weak covering properties, we are able to prove, for example, that a

Radon measure in a weakly 0-refinable space is always saturated, and hence

decomposable whenever it is complete. This shows that the topological complexity of
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Fremlin's examples is unavoidable. When we replace "weakly 0-refinable" by

" metalindelof', the decomposability of a complete Radon measure becomes unde-

cidable within the usual axioms of set theory; a phenomenon which has been noted

before in different situations (see, e.g., [GP3]). The results concerning concassages

may also be of interest in their own right; for example, the union of a concassage of

a Radon measure in a metacompact space A is a Borel set, which is paracompact in

the subspace topology whenever A is regular.

2. Preliminaries. If A is a set, we denote by | A | its cardinality. Throughout, we

shall identify an ordinal with the set of all smaller ordinals. As usual, w and w, stand

for the first infinite and first uncountable ordinals, respectively. The continuum

hypothesis and Martin's axiom are abbreviated as CH and MA, respectively.

If(A, 91t,/x)isa measure space, we set

911,= {A EGJl:p(A)< +oo},       91L0= {A G 91L; /*(/!) = 0}.

Let (X, 9IL, u) be a measure space. The measure jti is called

(i) complete if A E 9H whenever A C B for some B G 9H0;

(ii) saturated if A G 911 whenever A C X and A n 5 G 911 for each B E 911,;

(iii) Maharam if each subset of the measure algebra 91t/91t0 has a least upper

bound.

A decomposition of the measure jx is a disjoint family % C 91L, such that

(a) A E 9lt whenever A C X and A n H E 9H for each H E %;

(b)ifA E 911, then

H(A)=  2 niAnH).

If a decomposition of fi exists, the measure ju is called decomposable.

If 6E is a family of subsets of a set 7, and x G 7, we let

st(x,&) = {A E&: x EA}.

We say that 6E is, respectively, point-finite or point-countable, if |^?(x, 6£)|< w or

|5/(x, #)|< w for each x G 7.

Throughout, all spaces will be Hausdorff. A space A is called, respectively,

metacompact or metalindelof if each open c6ver has a point-finite or point-countable

open refinement. If each open cover of X has an open refinement Uneu%n such that

given x G X there is an nx E co with 1 <|•$/(.*, % )|< w, then X is called weakly

6-refinable; if, in addition, each %„ covers A, then A is called 8-refinable. Finally, A

satisfies the countable chain condition (abbreviated as ccc) if each disjoint family of

open subsets of A is countable.

Let A be a space. By § and % we denote the families of all open and compact

subsets of X, respectively. The Borel a-algebra in A, i.e., the smallest a-algebra in A

containing §, is denoted by %. The elements of % are called Borel sets.

Let 91L be a a-algebra in A. A measure ju on 9H is called a Radon measure in A if

the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) g C 911;

(b) each x E A has a neighborhood U E 911,;
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(c) for each A E 91L, p(A) = sup{|ti(7): K E %, K C A}.

A concassage of a Radon measure ju in X is a disjoint family ^D of nonempty

compact sets such that

(a) if D G^D, GE§, and D (1 G i= 0,thenjtt(7n G) > 0;

(b) if ̂ 4 G 911, then

viA)=  2 »(AnD).

We recall three known facts.

(A) Each Radon measure has a concassage (see, e.g., [GP2,3.4]).

(B) Each complete and saturated Radon measure is decomposable (see [F,, 72B

and 73B]).

(C) Each decomposable measure is Maharam (see [F,, 64H]).

In [F,], the proof of (B) is given in a roundabout manner via quasi-Radon

measures. Thus it appears beneficial to include a short direct proof.

Proof of (B). Let ju. on 9H be a complete and saturated Radon measure in A with

a concassage 6D. We shall show that 'I) is a decomposition of ju. To this end, choose

an A C A such that A n D E 91L for each D E 6D. If B E 9H,, find a a-compact

C C B with ii(B - C) = 0. It follows from the a-compactness of C that 6D* = {7 G

%CflD^ 0 } is countable. Hence

v4 n c = [a n (c- U^D*)] u   (J [(/* n z>) n c]

belongs to 9H; for /x is complete and jti(C — U 6D*) = 0. Using the completeness of ju

again, we see that A H (B — C) E 91L, and consequently ^ n 7 G 91L. As ju. is

saturated,^ G 91L.

Suppose that /i on 911 is a complete Radon measure in A, but that we have no a

priori knowledge whether it is saturated. Then the previous proof suggests that the

decomposability of ft depends on how well we can disentangle a concassage of fi;

and this is the main idea behind the proof of Theorem 3.4.

3. Main results. We begin with a lemma due to F. D. Tall (see [T, 3.7]).

3.1. Lemma. (MA + -,CH) Let X be a compact space satisfying the ccc. Then each

point-countable family of open subsets of X is countable.

Proof. Let & — {Ga: a E «,} be a family of distinct open subsets of A, and for

each a E co,, let Ha = n/36aj_aG;3. Using the ccc, it is easy to see that there is a

y G co, such that cl Ha = cl Hy for each a E co, - y. Now it follows from MA +

-,CH that the set D = naeu)_Y#a is nonempty. Clearly, \st(x, &)\= co, for each

x ED.

3.2. Proposition. Let n be a Radon measure in X with a concassage 6D, and let

Y — U 6D. Suppose that either of the following conditions is fulfilled:

(a) A is metacompact;

(b) X is metalindelof and MA + -,CH holds.
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Then we can find a concassage & = U,G T&, of fi having the following properties:

(i) Each member of & is a clopen subset of a member 7 0/ 6D in the relative topology

ofD.
(ii) Each &t is countable, and Y is a free union of Y, = U S,, t G T.

Proof. By the hypotheses, we can find a point-finite or point-countable open

cover % of A such that fi(U)< +00 for each U G %.. Then for each UE^l, the

family 6\)u = {D G 6D: D n U ^ 0} is countable. Moreover, for each D G <$, the

family %D - {U E %.: D n U ¥= 0} is also countable. Indeed, as each D E GD

satisfies the ccc, and pfl {/) > 0 for each U E %D, this follows from Lemma 3.1

if % is point-countable, and from [GP2, 3.2] if % is point-finite. Given U E %, we

have £/ n y = i7 n U %, and so

{vn Y: fg%, vn rn i/^ 0} c {vn Y: VE%,vn u^^,^ 0}

= {Vn Y: VE%D,D G6!)^}.

Thus the family %* = {(7 n Y: U E %} is a star-countable open (in T) cover of 7.

By a standard argument (see, e.g., [P, (8-15)]), there are countable families %* C %*,

t E T, such that the sets Yt = U %,* are disjoint, and 7 = UrerY,. For f G 7, set

S, = {d n y,: £> g 6D, 7 n yr # 0}.

As the y,'s are clopen subsets of Y, it suffices to show that each Sr is countable.

Given t E T, the point-countability of % implies that % = {U E sli: U D Y E %*}

is countable, and hence so is

&, = {D n U: u n y e %?, d g <sd, d n t/ ^ 0}

= (flfl (7: L7£%„De%}.

3.3. COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.2, the space Y is a free

union of a-compact spaces; in particular, if X is regular, then Y is paracompact.

Note. In the proof of Proposition 3.2, the countability of GliD for a point-finite %

could have been established by a purely topological argument (see [T, 3.8]). We used

[GP2, 3.2] in order to facilitate a generalization to locally finite quasi-Radon

measures (see Remark 3.5).

3.4. Theorem. Let p be a Radon measure in X defined on a a-algebra 9H, and let 6D

be a concassage of jti with Y — U 6D. Suppose that either of the following conditions

holds:

(a) A is weakly 6-refinable;

(b) X is metalindelof and MA + -,CH holds.

Then

(i) For each 6D*C6D, U6D*wa Borel subset of X; in particular, Y E 9H and

ii(A- y) = o.
(ii) ju. is saturated; in particular, jtx is decomposable whenever it is complete.

(iii) ju is Maharam.

Proof. Suppose first that A is metalindelof and that MA + -,CH holds. Choose a

concassage & = UteT&, of ii as in Proposition 3.2, and let Y, = US,, / G 7. If
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S* C S, then E* — US* is a free union of the o-compact sets 7* fl Yt, t E T(see

3.2(h)). For each t G 7, choose an open set V, C X with 7* n V, = E* n Yt. If

E* D Yt — Un(Eu7,„ where K,n are compact sets, let Ln = cl(Urer7r „). Then

E* = (UtfETVt) D (Uneu7„) is a Borel subset of A. As S refines 6D, property (i)

follows. Thus with no loss of generality, we may assume that X — Y.

Let A C A be such that A n B E 911 for every B E 9H/. Then A n Y, G 91L for

each t E T. Since Y, is a-compact and open in A = Y, it is a countable union of open

sets of finite measure. By [GP2, 3.1], there are G$ sets Gt and H, such that

A n y, C G, C Y,,       G,-AnYtCHtE Yt,

and \i(Ht) = 0. As A = y is a free union of the Yr's (see 3.2(h)), the sets

G = U G,   and   H = U #,

are Gg. Moreover, A C G, G — A C H, and

M(/0 = 2(i(fln£)=2 niHn yr) = 2 /*(#,) = o.
feS rer rer

By our assumptions /I D // is in 2)c, and hence so is

G - ,4 = (G - A) nH=GHH-AnH.

Consequently A E 91L. In view of §2, (B), property (ii) is established.

Next suppose that A is weakly 0-refinable. By [P, (18.30)], there are families

%n C 91ty, n E co, of open subsets of A such that for each x E X, there is an nx E co

with \st(x, %nx) |= 1. Fix n E co. The set

Xn={xEX:\st(x,%)\=l)

= [xEX: \st{x,%)\> 1} n {xE X: \st(x,%)\< l}

is an intersection of an open and a closed set, and also a free union of {U n Xn:

U E %}. If 91L„ = {A G 9IL: A C Xn}, then jun = /xr 9H„ is a Radon measure in Xn.
For every tV G %„, let Sy = (Z> n (7 n A„: Z) e % and yy = USy. Set S =

Uye% Sy and Z = US. Then S refines % = {D n A„: 7> G &D}, and Z is a free

union of the Y^'s. Each element of S is an intersection of an open and a compact

set. For every U E 6lin, the family S^ is countable, and ^(Y,,) «£ jtt(i7) < +oo.

Moreover, if A E 91L„, then

h„(a) = 2 tin(A n d) = %    2 ^(AnDnu)

=  2    2 M„(^n£)=  2 ^ n y,).
tve%„ £eSy t/e%„

Now by arguments analogous to those of the first part of the proof, properties.(i)

and (ii) are obtained for it„ and 6D„. As A = Une.uX„, and consequently,

U<5D* = IJ [ U {D n Xn: D E <$*}]
nEu

for each ^D* C 6D, it is immediate that properties (i) and (ii) hold also for ju. and <$.
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Finally, it is easy to see that the measure /x is Maharam if and only if its

completion p, is. Since it is a Radon measure, it is saturated and therefore decom-

posable by property (ii). Now property (iii) follows from §2, (C).

3.5. Remark. The quasi-Radon measures of D. H. Fremlin are complete and

saturated by the definition (see [F,, 72A]). If we drop these conditions from the

definition, quasi-Radon measures will no longer be decomposable. However, follow-

ing the arguments of [F,, 72B], we can still prove that each quasi-Radon measure has

a "concassage" consisting of closed sets. Using this it is easy to see that for

metacompact and weakly 0-refinable spaces (assumption (a)), Proposition 3.2 and

Theorem 3.4 remain valid for locally finite quasi-Radon measures; and using [Ok,

3.1] it can be seen that Corollary 3.3 is also valid, with "a-compact" replaced by

"Lindelof. The proofs are virtually verbatim repetitions of those for Radon

measures. The one-point compactification of the space Z from [F2, 2J] shows that

these results cannot be generalized to quasi-Radon measures which are not locally

finite. We do not know if a generalization to metalindelof spaces (assumption (b)) is

possible, for the application of MA depends on the presence of compactness.

A space A is called weakly 80-refinable if each open cover of A has an open

refinement Ung(i)^l-n such that given x E X there is an nx G co with 1 ^|^r(x, %„ )|

=£ co.

Clearly, "weakly 50-refinable" relates to "metalindelof" in the same way as

"weakly 0-refinable" does to "metacompact". Thus it is natural to ask whether

under MA + -,CH, the previous results can be generalized to Radon measures in a

weakly 50-refinable space A. We show that this is possible if A has countable

tightness.

A space A has countable tightness if for each A C A and each x E cl A there is a

countable set C <Z A such that x £ cl C. In particular, X has countable tightness

whenever it is first countable.

The next lemma is due to S. D. Dyck.

3.6. Lemma. Let & be a family of open subsets of X. If X has countable tightness, then

the set

A= {xEX: \st(x,&)\<u)

is closed.

Proof. If x E cl A, choose a countable set C C A with x E cl C. As

st(x,&) C U st(y,&),
yec

we see that x E A.

3.7. Proposition. (MA + -,CH) Let X be a weakly 80-refinable space of countable

tightness, and let p. be a Radon measure in X. Then there is a concassage S = UneuS„

of n having the following properties:

(i) For each S* CS, L)&* is a Borel subset of X.

(ii) For each n E co, Y„ = U S„ is a free union of a-compact spaces.

(iii) The spaces Y„, n E co, are disjoint.
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Proof. Let 9H be the domain of it. There are families %n C 91L-, n E co, of open

subsets of A such that for each x E X there is an nx E co with 1 <|,sr(x, %n )\< co.

For n E co, let

XH={xGX:K\st(x,%)\<o}

and Zn — Xn — U£IgXk. The Zn's are disjoint Borel subsets of X (see Lemma 3.6),

and UnewZ„ = A. If 91t„ = {A E 91L: AC Z„}, then ii„ = itr 91t„ is a Radon
measure in Z„. Choose a concassage ^ of jtt„, and set Yn = U6!). Employing the

same argument we used in the proof of Proposition 3.2, it is easy to find a

concassage S„ = UieT%t of ii„ such that each DC, is countable, and Y„ is a free

union of H, = UDC,, f G 7. Now it follows that S= UnEuSn is the desired

concassage of it.

3.8. Corollary. (MA + -,CH) Let X be a weakly 80-refinable space of countable

tightness. Then each Radon measure in X is saturated and Maharam.

Using Proposition 3.7, the proof of Corollary 3.8 is analogous to that of Theorem

3.4.

4. Some examples. Throughout, 7 will denote the set of all real numbers together

with its Euclidean topology.

4.1. Example (cf. [Kr, p. 362]). Give co, the discrete topology, and set A = co, X 7.

If 7 is a Borel subset of A, let

it(7) =   2 KB")

where Ba = {t E R: (a, t) E B}, and A is Lebesgue measure in 7. Since A is a

metrizable space, by 3.4(h) and (iii), it on ® is a saturated Radon measure, which is

Maharam. Clearly, it is not complete, and we show that it is not decomposable.

Proceeding towards contradiction, suppose that DC is a decomposition of /t. It is easy

to find a discrete family {Ha: a E co,} C % such that each Ha contains an uncount-

able compact set Ka. Using [Kr, §30, XIV and §36, V, Corollary 2], we see that each

Ha contains a Borel set Ba which is not of Borel class a (see [Kr, §30, II]). Then

B = Ua6U|7a is not a Borel set, while B n H E % for each H E %; a contradic-

tion.

4.2. Example. This example is similar to that in [GrP, Example 7], Detailed proofs

of properties we quote are given in [GP3, 12.7].

For k, rcG co, let qkn = (k2-",2-n) and Q = {qkn: k = 0,...,2";n Geo}. In

X = [0,1] U Q, we define a topology as follows: the points of Q are isolated, and a

neighborhood base at t E [0,1] is given by the sets

U(t, e) = {t} U {qkn E Q: 2\k2'n - t\ < 2~" < e)

where e > 0. Thus U(t, e) consists of t and of all points from Q which lie inside the

open wedge in [0, l]2 with vertex (/,0) height e, and the slopes of the sides equal to
±2.

With this topology, A is a zero-dimensional, 0-refinable, locally compact space.

Each subset of A is Borel. As X is separable but not Lindelof, it is not metalindelof.
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Let g(qkn) = 2-" for n E co and k = 0,...,2n, and g(t) = 1 for t G [0,1]. If

BEX, set

m(*) = 2 six).
xEB

Then it is a Radon measure in A, and <$ = {{x}: x E X} is a concassage of it. Thus

U ^D = A is not paracompact.

For further examples we need a result of K. Kunen (see [Kn]).

4.3. Proposition. (CH) There is a zero-dimensional, nonseparable, compact space Y

which is hereditarily Lindelbf. Moreover, there is a Radon probability v defined on

Borel subsets of Y such that v(B) = 0 if and only if B is a nowhere dense Borel subset

ofY.

4.4. Example. (CH) The space A of Example 4.2 is not metalindelof because it is

separable. We destroy its separability by replacing the points of Q with copies of the

space Y from Proposition 4.3. We adhere to the notation of Example 4.2. Detailed

proofs of properties we state are given in [GP2, 3.7 or GP3, 12.12].

Let Z = [0,1] U (Q X Y). Using CH, we can find a point-countable family {G,:

t E [0,1]} of clopen subsets of Y. If z = (q, y) is in Q X Y, we let the neighborhood

base of z in Z be the same as that of z in {q} X Y. The neighborhood base at

< G [0,1] is given by the sets

{t}u([U(t,e)-{t}]XG,)

where e > 0.

With this topology, Z is a zero-dimensional, 0-refinable, locally compact, and

metalindelof space. By [GP2, 3.2], no uncountable subfamily of (G,: t G [0,1]} is

point-finite. From this and the fact that the space A from Example 4.2 is not

metalindelof, it is easy to see that Z is not metacompact.

For a Borel set B C Z, let

n(B) =   2  g(q) ■ p[B n ({q} X Y)] +       2       *(0-
qeQ teBn[0. l]

Then it is a Radon measure in A, and

^={{q}XY:qEQ}D{{t}:tE[0,l]}

is a concassage of it. Thus U ^D = Z is not paracompact.

4.5. Example. (CH) Our aim is to obtain a metalindelof space Z and a Radon

measure it in Z which is not Maharam.

We begin with a construction analogous to that in [GPl5 §4], However, rather than

using the idea of A. J. Ostaszewski (which requires <0—see [Os, §2]), we shall

elaborate on that of I. Juhasz, K. Kunen and M. E. Rudin (see [JKR, §1]).

Let / = 2U have the product topology, and let X be the unique Haar probability in

7 If

U(t,n) = {u EI: u\ n = t\ n)

where t E I and n E co, then X[U(t, n)] = 2~". Using CH, fix an enumeration {ta:

a E co,} of / such that {tn: n E co} is dense in 7 and let /„ = {tp: B E a] for each
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a G co,. Set A = I2, and define it: X -» I by tr(ta, t) = ta for each (ta, t) G A. If

7 C A and a E co,, we let

E"={tEl:(ta,t)EE}.

By CH, there is an enumeration {Sa: « G co,} of all sets SEX such that |tt(S)\= co

and |57|= 1 for each y G 77(5). We may assume that 7t(S0) = Iu. For each

a E co, — co, the family

Sa = {Sp: BEa,SpElaXI,taE cl[*r(Se)]}

is countable and nonempty; for SQ E §a.

Now proceeding as in [GP3, 13.14], we topologize A so that the following condi-

tions are satisfied:

(i) A is a zero-dimensional, first countable, and locally compact space;

(ii) for each a E co,, Ia X I is an open subset of A, and the subspace {ta} X I has

the product topology;

(iii) if co < a < co, and S G §a, then {/a} X / C cl 5;

(iv) each x E X has a neighborhood U with 2aeW|A(f/a) < + oo.

The detailed proofs of these assertions are given in [GP3, 13.14].

Claim 1. If 7 is a Borel subset of A, then Ba, a E co,, is a Borel subset of 7 and

|{faG7r(2?):l?«*/}|<co.

Proof. The first part of the claim follows immediately from (ii). Let 7 C A be

closed. Since tr(F) is a separable subset of /, there is an Sp E F, B E co,, with

cl[7r(5/3)] = cl[7r(7)]. Find an infinite k G co, with Sp C IKX I. If a E co,, a > k,

and ta G cl[7r(5/s)], then Sp G §0. Thus by (hi),

{/„} X / C cl Sp E F

for each ta G ir(F) with a > k. It follows that 7 belongs to the family 6E of all sets

A C A for which

|{/BSir(^):^-#/}|<«.

As 6B is a a-algebra in A, the proof is completed.

Let Y and v be as in Proposition 4.3. Since / is second countable, tj = X X v is a

Radon probabihty in / X Y. If B is a Borel subset of A X Y, a E co,, and t E I, then

B°={(t,y)ElXY:(ta,t,y)EB},

B"'<={yEY:(ta,t,y)EB},

are Borel subsets of I X Y and Y, respectively. Note that (7 X Y)a = 7" X Y for

each Borel set 7 C A. We let

it(7)=   2  v(Ba)
aEwj

for each Borel 7 C A X Y. Using (iv), it is easy to check that it is a Radon measure

in A X Y.

By CH, there is an enumeration {ya: a E co,} of Y. If Ga = Y - cl{yp: B E a},

then ju(Ga) = 1; for by Proposition 4.3 countable subsets of Y are nowhere dense.
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Since the GQ's are nested and riaeuGa = 0, the family {Ga: a E co,} is point-count-

able.

Claim 2. In the relative topology, the space

Z=   U (/a+,X/XGj
a€;CO|

is locally compact and metalindelof.

Proof. As by (ii), Z is an open subset of A X Y, it is locally compact. Given an

open cover % of Z, find a common open refinement Tof % and {/a+1 X I X Ga:

a E co,}. Since both Ia+X X I and Ga are a-compact, so is Ia+, X / X G. Thus Thas

a subcover "V, such that

|{KGT»: FC/a+,X/XG}|<co

for each a G co,. Now the point-countability of {Ga: a E co,} implies that of T*.

The restriction of jtt to the Borel subsets of Z, denoted also by it, is a Radon

measure in Z. We show that it is not Maharam.

If 7 is a Borel subset of Z, denote by B' the class determined by B in the measure

algebra of it. For k = 0, 1 and a E co,, let

^ ={*€=/: r(0) = *}    and   £,„ = {ta} X Ak X Ga.

Then Ek a are closed subsets of Z, and we assume that

sup{70a:aG co,} = 7"

for some Borel set E E Z. Then given a G co,, we have

7-.a<7-<(Z-7,,J\

and so

/ v(Ga - £»•') c/MO = tjUo X G„ - 7") = it(70.tt - 7) = 0,
Ao

f v(Ea-<)dX(t)=i1[Ean(AxXGa)]

= p(E n EUa) = p[E - (Z - EUa)] =0.

Now it follows from Claim 1 that {(ta, t) E X: v(EaJ) > 4} is not a Borel subset of

A. As A is first countable, this is a contradiction; for by a result of R. A. Johnson,

the function (ta, t) h> v(Eat) is Borel measurable (see [J, 1.1] or [GP3, 7.10]).

We showed that in the space Z from the previous example, properties (ii) and (iii)

of Theorem 3.4 are false (see §2, (B) and (C)). Next we show that property (i) of

Theorem 3.4 is also false in Z.

4.6. Example. (CH) We shall use the notation of Example 4.5. For each a E co,,

choose an open compact set Ka E Ga with v(Ka) > {, and if 7 C Z is a Borel set, let

^(B)=   2  -n[Ban{A0XKa)].

Then it, is a Radon measure in Z, and

^{{OxA.x^t.eco,}
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is a concassage of it,. Now arguing as in Example 4.5, it is easy to see that U^ is

not a Borel subset of Z.

Note. In [F2, 2C], without any set theoretic axioms, D. H. Fremlin constructed a

completely regular space A and a Radon measure ju in A which does not satisfy

properties (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.4. Naturally, the space A cannot be metalindelof.

An easy modification of the measure also provides a counterexample to property (i)

of Theorem 3.4.
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